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Rank Fruit is the
Company that helps
makes this possible

Customer Profile

Rank fruit is to provide better well known response through online. It is to help finding 
more customers who wants partner with them for increasing rankings of their videos. 
Get better video rankings by optimizing video for top search engines. RankFruit offers 
guarantee video ranking services for all local & small business on affordable price. 
Video ranking services are the in thing these days, with the increasing reliance of Inter-
net marketers to use videos as a means of spreading brand awareness of a company 
and its products and services.

RankFruit is a company that has staked its reputation only on providing its clients with 
the very best video ranking services that money can buy; if the company is unable to 
rank your video at the top of SERPs, you will get your money back. This is the kind of 
promise that very few companies make as it is very difficult to guarantee rankings. But 
it is a testament to RankFruit’s confidence in its services, that it is able to offer such a 
guarantee. More reason to trust their services and give them a chance!

Market

India

Industry

Youtube Video Ranking & Google 
Video Ranking Service - SEO

Major Challenges

Rank fruit mission is to help their clients get the richest divi-
dends out of their videos in the form an improved traffic to 
their site, and an increased conversion rate.

l

Wants to be a well recognized Video Ranking services pro-
vider in the Industry.

l

Wants to improve their recognition worldwide through web-
site.

l

Wants to guide their customers regarding how to use Video 
marketing strategy as an internet marketing tool.

l

Wants to share about their achievements and work culture.l

Wants to improve their clientele.l

Rank Fruit offers Youtube Video 
Ranking Services at affordable 
prices.
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Features

User friendly GUI.A Admin can post Blogs, different offers etcA

Can share photos and videos for client better understanding etc.A

Can share different pricings with the customers.A

Marketing through video process fast and easier every business users..A

Payment method online to complete purchase.A

Customers can pay through their PayPal Account online.A

Solutions

We suggested an online website for overcoming their busi-
ness challenges.

l

We suggested Word press platform to develop this website.l

It has Qυісk аn� Simple Installation process.l

Best Website Themes.l

Faster and responsive Website Functionality.l

Self-Updating for admin to manage it easily.l

A Blog is Built-in and Ready to Go.l

Extend the Functionality of Your Site with Plug in’s.l

Used different plug in’s for the betterment of website.l

Platform is also helpful to use SEO.l

User can get more details about Video Rankings and all.l

Offers different pricing for different competition wise video 
optimization.

l

PayPal is integrated for payment.l

Rank Fruit offers Youtube Video 
Ranking Services at affordable 
prices.


